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Art Masterpiece: “Tridem-K” Victor Vasarely (1908-1997) 
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Grade: 3rd 

Activity: Checkerboard Paper Weaving 

 

 
 

 

Meet the Artist and Artwork:  

Victor Vasarely was born in Hungary in 1908. He liked to draw as a child but entered medical 

school after leaving high school. Two years later, because of political upheaval, classes at the 

university closed, and Vasarely never returned to medical school. Instead, he entered an 

academy to study art. He had some success as a poster artist and graphic artist, but felt 

stifled in Hungary and in 1930 he moved to Paris, France. He married an artist, Claire Spinner. 

Together they designed prints for a fabric manufacturer. Vasarely became known as the 

originator of Op Art. Op Art was an abstract art movement of the 1960s. It showed the various 

optical effects achieved through retinal stimulation. Vasarely was a master of this technique. 

People say he could give a painting an optical approach to “abstract art” that lent an essentially 

human dimension to the otherwise coldly rational art of geometric abstraction. Victor Vasarely 

is internationally recognized as one of the most important artists of the 20th century. He is 

the acknowledged leader of the Op Art movement, and his innovations in color and optical 

illusion have had a strong influence on many modern artists. He is well known for his stark black 

and white checkerboard designs that are optical illusions, or Op Art. An optical illusion such as 

Vasarely’s black and white checkerboard design feels like the design is shifting and moving 

under the eye. Victor was remembered by his friends as a very warm, funny, charming, 

intelligent man. He had a child-like innocence and wonderment toward both people and the world 

around him. He was also a good chess player. Vasarely’s works are included in almost every major 

museum in the world. Major museums in Aix-en Provence, France and Pecs, Hungary and a wing 

of the Zichy Palace, Hungary, are devoted exclusively to his work. He died in 1997 at the age of 

89. 
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Objectives: 

Students will create their own Op Art with a checkerboard design by weaving multicolored 

strips of construction paper through slits in a black sheet of construction paper. 

 

Materials:  

 One per student unless otherwise noted 

o One (1) sheet black construction paper cut to 8x10 

o Ten (10) strips 8”x 1” construction paper in various bright colors (you may have 

16”x 1” strips that just need to be cut in half) 

o Scissors 

o Glue (white glue or glue stick – can provide both and let kids choose) 

o One (1) 8”x ¾in.” strip of white copy paper to serve as a cutting guide 

o Two small paper clips 

o Silver sharpie pens for students to sign names 

o Color construction paper for mounting 

o Glue parent letter on back in advance (optional, if you have time) 

 

 

** Troubleshooting Thoughts ** 

We strongly suggest volunteers practicing this project in advance. Review the samples at the 

display area in art room 

 

The strips of white paper are to be used as a cutting guide so they do not cut all the way 

through the black paper. Important: advise students not to cut the lines too jagged or wavy 

because the paper strips will get stuck and tear if the black paper is cut too complicated. They 

will need to slide the ten weaved strips close together to get them all to fit. Otherwise they 

can stop at 8 or 9 strips with a looser fit. Some students will need more assistance with the 

weaving concept of over/under until they get the idea. Ask all students to wait for a volunteer 

to check their progress after they complete the first 2-3 strips. Oftentimes they are not 

weaving correctly and will need to start over. 

 

Process: 

 Look at examples of Vasarely’s Optical Art, noticing how he uses contrasting and 

complementary colors and shapes to create movement. 

 Explain how paper can be folded width-wise i.e. “hamburger-style” or lengthwise, i.e. “hot-

dog style”. This project will require them to fold their black paper in half horizontally, or 

“hamburger-style”. Demonstrate this with a piece of paper and have them follow along 

with you. 

 Using the two paper clips, have them clip the 8” x 3/4in.” white paper strip to the open 

side of the folded paper. Some students will always attach to the folded side so have 
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them follow along with you and check that everyone attached the strip correctly before 

proceeding to the next step. The strip of paper is to prevent them from cutting too far. 

 Using scissors have students cut straight and/or wavy lines from the 

FOLDED EDGE of the paper until they reach the white strip of paper 

 Make sure they do NOT cut into or past the white guide strip 

 Start a new cut every inch or so for a total of 4-7 cuts – no more, no less. They should 

leave at least a 1 inch margin from the sides of the black paper 

 Decide how you will distribute 8”x1” colored strips so students can choose their colors, 

you can dump a handful of strips on each group table or have students walk up and choose 

their strips from a clear bin once they are done cutting their paper. Set out 2-3 bins so a 

line doesn’t back up 

 Decide on the limit of colors students can use from a minimum of 3 colors up to 10 

different colors for a very colorful weave. More colors take more time and can be 

challenging for some students. Samples of both are available 

 Have students unfold their black paper and weave the color strips through the slits in the 

black paper 

 Help students put a dot of glue on the back end of each weaved strip to secure the strips 

to the margins of the black paper. Be careful not to smear glue on the black paper 

 Have students sign their name with a silver sharpie pen in the bottom right corner 

 
Project Samples: 
 
 

   
 
 
 
 
 


